Background {#Sec1}
==========

Hierarchical clustering (HC) is a popular data mining technique for detecting clusters of closely related objects in data, and is widely used in computational biology for the analysis of microarray data, DNA copy number data, phylogeny, and others. More than 90% of published clustering applications to microarray data use the HC \[[@CR1]\]. Popularity of the HC is largely due to its robustness to the shape of clusters and the ability to represent nested clusters. The HC organizes objects into a hierarchical cluster tree (dendrogram) with branches that represent potential clusters. However, the HC algorithms do not actually partition the given data set into clusters, but only compute a hierarchical representation of the data. A HC tree derived from molecular data expresses the tendency of samples to be clustered by their molecular signatures. The HC has been used to identify clinically relevant cancer subtypes in several studies \[[@CR2]-[@CR5]\]. The focus of this study is placed on identifying clusters of patients that are located deep in the HC tree with distinct clinical outcomes. We achieve this goal by using high-dimensional molecular data augmented by additional clinical information.

Since there are no explicit clusters in the HC output, clusters are obtained either manually by visually inspecting the tree structure or by cutting the HC tree at a specific height, after which the resulting connected components are treated as clusters. The latter (referred as the fixed-height cut hereafter) is a simple, yet elegant technique commonly used in practice. However, extracting clusters via the fixed-height cut comes at a cost. As noted in several studies \[[@CR4],[@CR6],[@CR7]\], it may fail to extract the nested clusters in the HC tree (see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S1). Without losing the advantages the HC enjoys, alleviating the problems of the fixed-height cut approach is the focus of this paper. A second disadvantage of most unsupervised learning methods is that identified clusters (cancer molecular subtypes) are unrelated to patient clinical information \[[@CR8]\]. Since the HC does not utilize the available clinical data, there is no guarantee that the identified subtypes will exhibit significant functional coherence.

We propose a novel procedure to extract clusters from the HC tree, called guided piecewise snipping. Our method resolves the drawbacks of the standard fixed-height cut approach by allowing the piecewise rather than the fixed-height cut, and incorporating available clinical data to decide upon the optimal cut. It snips the given HC tree (possibly) at different heights to ensure a) a high score for cluster homogeneity; and b) a high score for consistency with the clinical data used for guidance. Hence, the optimal partition is the one ranked high by both data types. Note that the co-use of clinical data for evaluating a partition helps to make the clustering more robust, a major concern when dealing with high-dimensional molecular data.

Let us now illustrate some of the drawbacks of, first, fixed-height cuts and, second, unguided clustering evaluation. We use the Lung.1 gene expression data set \[[@CR5]\] (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) for which patient follow-up information is also available. A HC tree with *Pearson* correlation as similarity metric and *Ward* \[[@CR9]\] linkage is derived using the expression data (Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The complete set of partitions, where a partition (clustering) is composed of non-overlapping clusters, is extracted by cutting (with a straight line) the HC tree at all possible heights. To assess the quality of a partition, the Cox model is used to quantify the association between cluster labels in the partition and the patient survival time. Then, the likelihood and the Akaike information criterion (AIC) are obtained. The optimal partition induced by the fixed-height cut (AIC=177) is composed of two clusters (*s.cluster1-2*). For illustration purposes, we keep the *s.cluster2* fixed, and decompose the *s.cluster1* (by piecewise snipping) into two sub-clusters *p.cluster1-2*. The new partition decreases the AIC to 166. In addition, patients in the *p.cluster1-2* manifest very different survival outcomes (logrank test *p*-value = 0.04). This shows that there are clinically heterogeneous clusters on the left branch of the HC left branch of the HC tree that are forced to merge by the fixed-height cut (Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). A simulation study also confirms the limitations of the fixed-height cut (see further on and the Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Figure 1**The HC tree corresponds to the Lung.1 data set, and the optimal cuts induced by the two approaches.** The fixed-height cut approach produces the the HC tree into two clusters (*fixed-height.cluster1-2*). The piecewise snipping, on the other hand, renders three clusters by splitting the *fixed-height.cluster1* into two sub-clusters (*piecewise.cluster1-2*).Table 1**Data set summariesCancer typeReference\# Samples (feat.)Data type**Lung.1*Beer(2002)*86(7129)mRNALeukemia*Bullinger(2004)*116(6283)mRNALung.2*Bhattacharjee(2001)*125(3171)mRNALymphoma*Rosenwald(2002)*240(7399)mRNAProstate*Sboner(2010)*281(6100)mRNAGlioblastoma*Verhaak(2010)*158(10850)DNATime-to-death follow-up information is available for all data sets except for the Leukemia data set for which follow-up data is time-to-relapse.Figure 2**Survival curves correspond to the clusters formed on the left branch of the HC tree in Figure** [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} **.**

Next, we apply one of the well-known *unguided* clustering algorithms, Dynamic Tree Cut \[[@CR6]\] to the HC tree in Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The algorithm decomposes the HC tree into 13 clusters (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S2) that renders *AIC*=204. Clearly, lack of guidance leads to unnecessary splits (merges) of the clusters. Often, clinical data is also available, and may be used to "guide" or "adjust" the process of clustering.

Semi-supervised clustering approaches to integrate prior biological knowledge into the clustering procedure have added much to endeavor \[[@CR10],[@CR11]\]. Many algorithms have been proposed to exploit the domain knowledge and to improve cluster relevance, with significant improvements over their unsupervised counterparts \[[@CR8],[@CR12]\]. Some studies used model-based integration approaches to explicitly model the joint probability of gene expression and functional labels of genes. Other studies proposed to modify the distance between expression profiles prior to the HC tree construction. These modifications usually produce different clustering results from the ones produced solely on the basis of the samples' molecular profiles. To our knowledge, so far only two approaches have been proposed to snip the HC tree at variable heights. One is a HC tree snipping method specific for gene clustering only. It snips the tree branches at different heights to induce clusters that are maximally consistent with partially available gene labels \[[@CR10]\]. Another one is a semi-supervised approach, called VI-cut, that has been proposed to decompose a HC tree into clusters that optimally match a set of known annotations \[[@CR13]\]. These approaches are, however, not without problems. For example, the former is designed for gene clustering; application to sample clustering application is not straightforward, because "clustering samples is very different to clustering genes" \[[@CR14]\]. The second one only allows gene expression data. Besides that, both require the auxiliary information in discrete format, i.e. class labels of the samples, which limits these methods' utilities in fully exploiting the HC tree structure. It is desirable to have a procedure that is applicable to a wide variety of data types. Continuous-scaled patient clinical data, such as survival times, is often available \[[@CR2],[@CR3]\]. One could discretize these, but this comes at a cost of losing information \[[@CR15]\].

Guided piecewise snipping enjoys the following three advantages over existing approaches. First, any type of clinical data can be used to "guide" the tree snipping process, no discretization is needed. Second, the optimal partition will be selected on the basis of its quality in both data spaces, which makes the result more stable and easy to interpret. Third, our algorithm uniquely applies a molecular to follow-up projection principle when assigning test samples (for which the follow-up data is unknown) to one of the existing clusters. While the guided piecewise snipping approach proposed in this paper can accept many types of input, we focus in our examples on the case where the given two data types are high-dimensional molecular data and (possibly censored) time-to-event data (i.e. survival, remission, tumor recurrence) throughout (see [Discussion and conclusion](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}).

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Performance comparisons of the two approaches are conducted using multiple medical data sets. Before presenting experimental results, we first summarize these data sets. Additional results are given in the Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.

Data {#Sec3}
----

A summary of five publicly available gene expression data sets with time-to-event information used in this study is given in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. To show the generality, a DNA copy number data set is also included.

Comparison {#Sec4}
----------

For the data sets above, performance of the guided piecewise snipping was compared with a)unguided piecewise snipping, which makes no use of survival data; and b) guided and unguided fixed-height cuts. The unguided procedures use only WSS as evaluation criterion on the clustering. In addition, we assess whether test label assignment to the clusters by our novel PNNC-distance improves assignment based on by *Ward*-distance. The quality of the partitions is assessed by the statistical testing procedure described above. We report the median log-rank *p*-value over the three folds of the cross-validation in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. In addition, we report the global test \[[@CR16]\] *p*-value, which quantifies the overall association between the molecular and time-to-event data in the entire data set. If such a *p*-value is small, one expects a more beneficial effect of guidance than when it is large. Table 2**Comparison of a) unguided fixed-height cuts; b) guided fixed-height cuts; c) unguided piecewise snipping; d) guided piecewise snipping; e) guided piecewise snipping + PNNCDataFixed-height cutPiecewise snippingUnguidedGuidedUnguidedGuidedGuidedWardWardWardWardPNNCGlobal test**Lung.10.3940.1670.3080.0710.0160.019Leukemia0.6880.2380.3360.0160.0020.004Lung.20.2560.4970.4180.1030.0480.227Lymphoma0.1490.1130.1760.0380.0010.001Prostate0.0860.3600.0910.0830.1070.002Glioblastoma0.1420.1600.0640.0410.1030.003All guided approaches use *WSS + AIC* as cluster evaluation criterion, the unguided approaches use WSS only; a)-d) use *Ward* distance for test sample assignment, whereas e) uses PNNC. The first five numeric columns contain the median log-rank *p*-values across the three splits of the 3-fold CV. The last column contains the *p*-values from the global test for overall association between the molecular and time-to-event data.

From Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} it is clear that in most of the data sets the piecewise snipping approaches outperform their fixed-height cut counterparts, in particular when guidance is used. In addition, the guided piecewise snipping clearly outperforms the unguided piecewise snipping when the global test indicates a strong association between the two data types. Finally, the test label assignment by the novel PNNC-distance results in a smaller log-rank *p*-value than the corresponding one of the assignment by *Ward* for 4/6 data sets, indicating the potential benefit of PNNC.

Visualization {#Sec5}
-------------

To assist in visual inspection of the differences between the clusters induced by the two approaches, we summarize clusters in terms of 1) time-to-event information; patients' follow-up information in each cluster is used to construct the Kaplan-Meier survival curve. 2) molecular profiles of the samples; summarized by molecular entropy, as a measure of overall expressions \[[@CR17]\]. Here, we present the results for the Leukemia data, using the *BIC*+*GK* criterion for partition evaluation.

Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the derived HC tree, and the cuts induced by the two approaches. The fixed-height cut approach generates a partition with two clusters (*s.cluster*), while the guided piecewise snipping identifies six clusters (*p.cluster*). The latter splits the two big clusters (*s.cluster1-2*) into sub-clusters with different sizes. The survival curves associated with the *s.cluster1* and *p.cluster1-3* on the left branch of the HC tree are shown in Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The three sub-clusters turn out to contain patients with relatively different clinical outcomes (*p*-value = 0.1^1^). Cluster *p.cluster1* corresponds to the medium good-prognosis group with 29% patients (4/14) who experienced relapse, *p.cluster2* corresponds to the good-prognosis group containing 14% (1/7) relapsed patients, and *p.cluster3* corresponds to the poor-prognosis group in which 58% (11/19) of patients experienced relapse of the tumor. Violin plots of cluster entropies (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S7) further show that molecular profiles are also different in these three clusters. Figure 3**The HC tree corresponds to the Leukemia data set, and the optimal cuts induced by the two approaches.** While, the fixed-height cut decomposes the HC tree into two big clusters (*fixed-height.cluster1-2*), eight clusters (*piecewise.cluster1-8*) are produced by the piecewise snipping.Figure 4**The survival curves correspond to clusters on the left branch of the HC tree in Figure** [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} **.**

The same phenomenon is observed on the right branch of the HC tree. The standard approach again merges all patients in this branch into one cluster, but five sub-clusters are identified by our approach. Observe in Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} that, these five clusters are also manifest clinically different characteristics (*p*-value = 0.05 ^*a*^). In particular, note *p.cluster6*; it is hidden rather deeply in the tree, but has the worst survival, much worse than its neighbors e.g. *p.cluster5*. Entropy distributions in these clusters are also support this observed differences (see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S7). Especially, the average entropy of *p.cluster6* is considerably higher than the rest. Figure 5**The survival curves correspond to the clusters on the right branch of the HC tree in Figure** [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} **.**

We also examine the association between the optimal partitions found by the two approaches in the Lung.1 data set and that of the clinical outcomes, Differentiation and Stage, not used in the cluster extraction process. In particular, Stage has stronger association with the guided piecewise snipping induced partition than the one from the fixed-height cut, which shows that the former is potentially also more relevant for outcomes other than survival (see Table S3).

Illustrations for the other data sets are given in the Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. While for most of the data sets guided piecewise snipping renders clusters substantially different from those from the fixed-height cut, there are some cases in which two approaches produce similar results (see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S15).

Simulation results {#Sec6}
------------------

We also performed a simulation study, which serves to illustrate the effect of cluster heterogeneity on the performance of both fixed-height cutting and piecewise snipping and to compare the two. In this simulation we do not involve follow-up information, because the potential use of clinical follow-up to improve the cluster results was already demonstrated for several real data sets (see Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). In addition, follow-up information is not necessary to demonstrate that, as opposed to piecewise snipping the fixed-height cut may sometimes not capture true clusters (known from the simulation setting) that are hidden deeply in the HC tree.

The Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} contains a complete description of the simulation and its results. Here, we provide a summary. We studied three scenarios. Expression data are simulated from a multivariate Normal mixture distribution, where the mixture components represent the clusters. The overlap between the components quantifies the cluster heterogeneity: the larger the overlap, the more difficult the extraction of the clusters from the HC tree that is generated from the simulated data. For three scenarios with increasing cluster heterogeneity Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figures S2 to S4 show the resulting HC trees and the true cluster labels of each of the simulated samples. The fixed-height cut and the piecewise snipping were applied to the HC tree using WSS as evaluation criterion. The two algorithms are compared by the Adjusted Rand Index (ARI), which is a standard metric for measuring the overlap between the true clustering and the data-driven one.

The simulation study shows that if the true clusters are homogeneous and well-separated (Scenario 1), both fixed-height cutting and piecewise snipping perform well (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S2). Still the ARI of piecewise snipping is somewhat better (1 vs 0.93), because it better discerns true cluster 4 from 3. For scenario 2, with intermediate level of cluster heterogeneity, piecewise snipping clearly outperforms fixed-height cutting, ARI = 0.46 vs ARI = 0.27, in particularly because it captures the 4-cluster deeper in the HC tree (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S3). Naturally, when the clusters are very heterogenous, as in scenario 3, both methods perform poorly, which is a consequence of the HC tree not being able to group samples from the same true clusters (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S4). Yet, piecewise snipping performs somewhat better (ARI = 0.12 vs ARI = 0.09). Hence, we conclude that the cost of generating the complete search space for piecewise snipping as opposed to the limited search space for fixed-height cut is definitely offset by the superior performance of the former.

Discussion and conclusion {#Sec7}
=========================

We introduced a novel HC tree snipping method called guided piecewise snipping, which uses molecular data and available follow-up information to induce optimal snipping point(s) in the HC tree. Guided piecewise snipping features a number of novelties and advantages when compared to existing approaches. First, unlike other piecewise snipping methods our approach is able to deal with (possibly censored) time-to-event data like survival or relapse. Second, our bivariate rather than commonly used univariate evaluation of partitions forces the resulting clusters to be both stable in the molecular data space and associative in the clinical response space. Third, we demonstrated the superiority of semi-supervised piecewise snipping over more conventional semi-supervised fixed-height cuts in terms of significant associations of (sub-)clusters with follow-up that were not detected by the fixed-height cut. Note that even when the piecewise snipping renders the same result as the fixed-height cut, our approach is useful in the sense that it objectively decides where to snip. Finally, we introduced *PNN+Concordance* as a new test-sample cluster assignment. We showed superior performance with respect to Ward-linkage-based assignment when the association between the molecular data and clinical response is strong. Note that the latter is the relevant situation for our method: if this association is not significant then the snipping may not be effective. Hence, it may be useful to apply the global test \[[@CR16]\] as a pre-test to decide about using supervised snipping or not.

We emphasize that our ambition is to find *meaningful* clusters rather than *true* clusters. In general 'true clusters' are unlikely to exist as such: at best, clusters are a discrete approximation of a more continuous truth. How 'true' a partition is, depends on the context: for treatment options two clusters may be very different, whereas from a survival perspective they may be very similar. Also, note that current subtypes are always based on particular choices of the distance metric and linkage method used; it is well-known that other choices would have lead to different partitions, and hence different subtypes.

The guided piecewise snipping differs fundamentally from supervised prediction (survival prediction, classification) methods, in its approach, in its goal and in its application. First of all, the roles of molecular and time-to-event data are reversed: supervised prediction centers around the latter and uses the molecular to issue a prediction; our approach uses time-to-event data to guide 'prediction' of molecular subgroups. In addition, unlike many supervised prediction methods, our approach is fundamentally non-linear in the molecular space. Our aim is similar to conventional unsupervised clustering: find good subgroups of patients rather than a good overall prediction of time-to-event follow-up. Since the cluster extraction process is guided by time-to-event data, we may isolate subgroups that are rather deep in the HC tree, so the molecular differences with their neighbours are subtle but apparently relevant for, f.e., survival (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S28). Finally, note that, unlike the results of supervised prediction, our result, the subgroups, may assist in better understanding of the molecular taxonomy of the disease under study.

There are a number of extensions that may be incorporated in future versions of this methodology. For example, from a HC tree one may obtain the height information at which two clusters are merged. A small incremental value denotes that there is strong evidence in the data that two clusters are similar. Incorporating this information into the partition evaluation process by giving higher scores to partitions in which clusters are composed of samples that are merged at comparatively lower height differences is a interesting line of research. Throughout this study, we use patient time-to-event follow-up data as clinical data to identify biologically and clinically meaningful clusters. However, other clinical variables, such as the stage of tumor, tumor remission status and metastasis information etc., may also be used. One only needs to adapt the cluster quality measure suitable for the data at hand. For example, suppose we are given binary tumour remission status and wish to identify a partition in which clusters are strongly associated with remission status. In this case, one may use the in-group proportion criteria \[[@CR18]\] to select the optimal partition.

Methods {#Sec8}
=======

Our guided piecewise snipping approach is composed of three steps to tease out meaningful clusters from a given HC tree (Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). In this section, we present a brief description of each step, which also provides the partial backdrop of our motivations for this work. More details, also on the use of the algorithm, are given in the Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. Figure 6**The work flow of the piecewise snipping approach.**

The HC tree construction {#Sec9}
------------------------

While our method applies to any distance metric and linkage method, we base all examples on the *Pearson* correlation as a distance measure and *Ward's* minimum variance as a linkage measure to avoid tuning of the results. An exception is the Glioblastoma data set (DNA copy number) for which the distance matrix is calculated by the dedicated R-package **WECCA** \[[@CR19]\] with parameters "ordinal" and "heterogeneity". We assume that the given HC tree well expresses the similarity between samples in terms of their molecular profiles. Applying feature selection may improve the quality of the tree, but to avoid bias to a particular feature selection technique, we used a full set of features in all data sets. The evaluation of the optimality of the particular distance metric or linkage method that optimal for the data set at hand is beyond the scope of this study.

The search space construction {#Sec10}
-----------------------------

For guided piecewise snipping, the search space is composed of all possible partitions that can be extracted from the given HC tree. The size of the search space depends on the number of samples in the data and the level of skewness of the HC tree. A balanced tree produces more partitions than a skewed one. We develop an efficient algorithm to extract the complete set of partitions from a HC tree in acceptable time (see the Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). For example, the largest data set we used in our analysis is the Prostate cancer data set \[[@CR7]\] (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), which consists of measurements from 281 patients. Our algorithm took about three minutes to extract 70910 possible partitions on a normal dual core CPU 3.16GHz, 4GB of RAM desktop computer. To reduce the effect of outliers, and ensure that the quality of clusters is reliably estimated in a later stage, we set a threshold on the minimum number of samples (set to 4 in all data sets) in each cluster. For a very large data set, this is beneficial as it obviates the need to a assess large number of trivial partitions (which encompass too many tiny clusters). Particularly, if one has prior knowledge of an (approximate) upper (or lower) bound for the cluster size, the constraint placed on the size of clusters may exclude partitions that deviate too much from one's expectation. Extensive experiments with real-world data sets show that the minimum cluster size in the optimal partition is often not bounded by the threshold.

For the fixed-height cut, the search space is much smaller: it consists only of those partitions that results from cutting the HC at a fixed height. This constitutes the main difference between the fixed-height cut and piecewise snipping.

Partition evaluation {#Sec11}
--------------------

The aim of clustering is to uncover meaningful groups in the data. However, not any arbitrary partitioning of a given data set reflects such structure. Upon obtaining the complete set of partitions from a given HC tree, the next step is to evaluate each partition objectively and select the optimal one among a large number of candidates. The selected partition should unravel the hidden data structure and should be stable enough to extrapolate to new samples. A cluster quality measure is a function that, given a data set and its partition into clusters, returns a real number representing how strong or conclusive the clustering is. Existing approaches allow for evaluating a partition either using molecular data alone, or only using follow-up information (which is required to be in discrete format). In order to obtain a robust clustering and represent the data structure in both data spaces, we propose the following strategy, depicted in Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}: Evaluate partitions using molecular data alone (call it score~*m*~). Given the number of cluster quality measures exist, it is infeasible to explore all in our application. Refer to \[[@CR20]\] for a overview of existing cluster quality measures. In this work we mainly focus on the Within-cluster-Sum-of-Square (WSS); results for alternative measures like the C-index and Goodman-Kruskal index (GK) were qualitatively very similar. For a given partition and corresponding distance matrix, we calculate an overall quality score using one of these measures.Evaluate partitions using follow-up data alone (call it score~*s*~). Here, we use the cluster labels in each partition as a covariate and time-to-event data as response variable to assess their association. We apply a measure tailored to time-to-event task: modified AIC \[[@CR21]\]. Unlike *p*-values, this criterion allows comparison across partitions that include different number of clusters. Qualitatively, use of ordinary AIC and (modified) BIC \[[@CR22]\] do often not lead to considerable differences.Rank score~*m*~ and score~*s*~ across partitions from good to bad, separately. The final evaluation score of each partition is the summation of the two ranking values (call it score~*ms*~). A partition with the smallest score~*ms*~ is selected as the optimal clustering. Our motivation to use ranks rather than score~*m*~ and score~*s*~ directly is that the latter two are on very different scales, whereas the ranks are on the same scale, thus suitable for adding.

The criteria above also apply to partitions created by *guided* fixed-height cutting, hence this differs from guided piecewise snipping only by the size of the search space. The illustrations in the Results section show that the superior performance of our approach is not an artifact of the larger search space induced by piecewise snipping: the superior performance remains when evaluated on independent test samples on a variety of cancer molecular data sets. Note that the choice of cluster quality measures and information criteria is free. In our flexible implementation one can directly insert the alternatives mentioned above and ones own metrics as well.

Clustering on the test set {#Sec12}
--------------------------

To estimate and compare performances of the guided piecewise snipping and the fixed-height cut approaches in an unbiased manner, we perform 3-fold cross-validation (3CV) to split the data three times into non-overlapping training and test sets, such that each sample belongs to the test set exactly once. For a given split, an optimal partition is derived using the training set, then each test sample is assigned to one of the clusters in the optimal partition. Note that, for the test set, we assume that the patient time-to-event information is not available. If the clustering found in the training phase is "good" enough to represent the hidden data structure, then we expect relatively high-quality clustering on the test set.

The *Ward* distance metric used to construct in the HC tree, may also be used to assign cluster labels of the optimal partition found in the training phase to the test samples. But, we have to keep in mind that, the nature of the purposed approach here is semi-supervised clustering. The *Ward* distance simply assigns a test sample to a particular cluster based only on the similarity of their molecular profiles. However, due to noisy nature of molecular data, the observed molecular profile of a sample may appear to be more similar to members of a cluster that differ considerably in terms of their time-to-event information. Like in the training phase, clustering on the test set should, ideally, also take into account the similarities between samples both in the molecular and follow-up data spaces. Since we assume that the latter is not available for the test set, we decide to make use of a novel distance metric based on an indirect projection principle, termed *PNN+Concordance* \[[@CR23]\].

The *PNN+Concordance* (PNNC) approach works as follows: first, it determines a test sample's nearest neighbours (NN) in the molecular data space of the training set, subsequently the pseudo nearest neighbours \[[@CR23]\] (PNN) in the time-to-event data space. The PNN of the test sample are determined by considering the projection of the NNs onto the time-to-event space, as well as the neighbours of the NN in this space. PNNC uses Harrel's concordance index \[[@CR24]\] to decide the similarity between PNN and members of a cluster under consideration. For the sake of comparison, we present the results from both *Ward* and PNNC. A detailed description of the *PNN+Concordance* approach, including a toy example, is given in the Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.

Validation {#Sec13}
----------

We validate the two approaches using a statistical testing perspective. For a given split of the data, the testing perspective is simple: we assign test samples to the clusters (as created by either the guided piecewise snipping or the fixed-height cut) and test the null-hypothesis that the clusters to which the test subjects are assigned are independent of the actual survival times of those subjects. To this end, we apply a log-rank test. For each of the three splits (when using 3CV), the test renders one *p*-value that represents how well the clustering resulting from the training data discriminates (new) samples with respect to the time-to-event (survival) data. Note that the resulting *p*-values are not independent due to the overlap between training samples in one split and test samples in another. The median of the three *p*-values, however, is a valid measure of significance \[[@CR25]\].

Availability and requirements {#Sec14}
=============================

Project name: HCsnipProject home page: http://www.bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/HCsnip.htmlOperating system(s): Platform independentProgramming language: RLicence: General Public Licence (≥2)

Endnotes {#Sec15}
========

^1^ Bias adjusted *p*-value obtained by permutation. See the Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.

Additional file {#Sec16}
===============

Additional file 1**Supplementary Document.** This document provides the detailed description of the piecewise snipping algorithm, and some results not included in the paper.
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